CSBS Senate Meeting Minutes
April 1, 2019
Sabin 315 at 3:18 pm

Present: Brenda Bass (Dean); Jennifer Becker (Social Work); Adam Butler (Psychology); Greg Bruess (Associate Dean); Robert Dise (History and Senate Chair); MAJ Burt Flather (Military Science); Michael Fleming (SAHS and Senate Vice-Chair); Tonya Gerbracht (Finance & Operations); Carolyn Hildebrandt (Psychology); Cindy Juby (Social Work); Ana Kogl (Political Science); James Mattingly (Management); Qingli Meng (Sociology, Anthropology, Criminology); Laura Parker (Social Work); Patrick Pease (Associate Provost for Academic Affairs and Professor of Geography); Amy Petersen (Education and UNI Faculty Senate); Marybeth Stalp (Sociology, Anthropology, Criminology); Jim Wohlpart (Provost).

Meeting called to order at 3:18 pm

I. Preview of April 15 meeting on SAHS curriculum proposals.

II. Approval of PSYCH/Mental Health curriculum change proposal. Mental Health Minor: add electives EDPSYCH 4118/5118 (Mental Health and Well-Being in the Classroom), HPE 5328 (Selected Topics in Women’s Health), SOC 3086/5086 (Medical Sociology), SOC 3087/5087 (Society and Mental Illness), SW 3102 (Conflict Resolution) and drop elective SW 4143 (Self-Care and Stress Management in Helping Professions).

III. Approval of Social Work curriculum change proposal. Driven by staffing shortages, one required course was changed into an elective, decrease hours required for major by 3. Remove SW 1041 (Social Welfare: A World View) from the list of required courses and add to the list of electives. This will reduce the number of required-course hours for the major by three. Add one elective course, increase elective hours required for major by 3. Add SW 1041 (Social Welfare: A World View). Increase the number of elective hours required for the major by three, from 6 to 9, thus maintaining the total hours required at 59 (12 hours of prerequisites + 38 hours of required courses + 9 hours of electives). Add a course equivalency: SW 3102 (Conflict Resolution) be made equivalent to ANTH 3470 and SOC 3090. All three courses share the same title and the same course description; only their catalog numbers differ. Language change: SW 3185 (Social Work Research): “Due to Council on Social Work Education accreditation requirements, need to remove the following language attached to SW 3185 Social Work Research ‘Only research courses taken to fulfill a minor or double major requirement will be accepted as substitutions.’ For accreditation purposes, student outcome data is submitted for this course so all social work majors need to take SW 3185 for their research requirement.” SW 3192 (Practice with Groups and Families): “In order to alleviate course registration issues, change the wording of the catalog prerequisites for the course to read “Declared Social Work major; completion of SW 2091 with a minimum grade of C; minimum UNI and Cumulative GPA of 2.50.” SW 4200: Field Instruction” “Change the wording of the catalog prerequisites to read “SW 1001; SW 4164; SW 3185 and a statistics course; completion of SW 2091 and SW 3192 with a minimum grade of C in each course; Declared Social Work major; minimum UNI and Cumulative GPA of 2.50; senior standing.” Add prerequisite option: SW 4163.
(Diversity and Difference). Change the wording of the catalog prerequisites to read “SOC 1000 or SOC 1060; junior standing”.

IV. Approval of Social Work curriculum change proposal. Dropped courses: SOC 3001 (Language and Culture); SOC 3102 (Culture, Disease, and Healing); SOC 3151 (Money, Sex, and Power); SOC 3411 (Gender in Cross-Cultural Perspective). New course proposals: SOC 3087 (Society and Mental Illness); SOC 4005 (Refugees and Humanitarianism); SOC 4485 (Practical Field Experience) (alternative to an internship); ANTH 4585 (Practical Field Experience) (alternative to an internship). Editorial changes: SOC 4035 renumbered as SOC 4036, the purpose is to correct course number conflict. SOC 4485 (Sociology Internship): enrollment requirement change. Substantive changes: ANTH 4485 (Anthro Internship): enrollment requirement change. CRIM 4485 (Crim Internship): enrollment requirement change.

Henceforth will require 12 hours in Crim courses for enrollment. Only 3 hours may count as Crim Major credit. Program changes: Criminology Minor: Add SOC 1060 (Social Problems) as an alternative to SOC 1000 (Intro to Sociology) in the requirements for the Crim Minor; Criminology Major: Add SOC 1060 (Social Problems) as an alternative to SOC 1000 (Intro to Sociology) in the requirements for the Crim Major. Add PSYCH 3002 (Research Methods) as an alternative to SOC 2010 (Research Methods) in the requirements for the Crim Major; Criminology Major/Social Justice: Add SOC 1060 (Social Problems) as an alternative to SOC 1000 (Intro to Sociology) in the requirements for the Crim Major/Social Justice. Add PSYCH 3002 (Research Methods) as an alternative to SOC 2010 (Research Methods) in the requirements for the Crim Major/Social Justice. Add CRIM 4585 (Practical Field Experience) to the Group 3 Electives for the Crim Major/Social Justice;

Certificate in Sociology of Family and Life Course: Add SOC 1060 (Social Problems) as an alternative to SOC 1000 (Intro to Sociology) in the prerequisites for the Certificate; Certificate in Sociology of Gender and Culture: Add SOC 1060 (Social Problems) as an alternative to SOC 1000 (Intro to Sociology) in the prerequisites for the Certificate; Certificate in Sociology of Inequality: Add SOC 1060 (Social Problems) as an alternative to SOC 1000 (Intro to Sociology) in the prerequisites for the Certificate; Certificate in Sociology of Race/Ethnicity and Immigration: Add SOC 1060 (Social Problems) as an alternative to SOC 1000 (Intro to Sociology) in the prerequisites for the Certificate.

V. Dean Bass briefed CSBS budget.

VI. Tonya Gerbracht briefed UNI university level budget.

VII. Minutes of March 4, 2019 Senate meeting. Ana moved, Michael seconded motion to approve minutes of March 4, 2019. Motion passed unanimously.

VIII. Meeting adjourned at 4:49 pm.

Respectfully submitted by Qingli Meng